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learning problems, 167
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Algorithm
approximate value iteration
linear model, 732
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indifference zone selection, 313
optimal computing budget allocation, 314
temporal-difference learning
infinite horizon, 688
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approximate policy iteration, 745, 749
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parametric model, 661
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Applications
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bidding, 822
blood management, 368, 587, 767, 888
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budgeting problem, 618
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COVID pandemic, 472
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diabetes medications, 307
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electricity prices, 483
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energy forecasting, 401
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fleet management, 62
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nomadic trucker, 62
flu mitigation, 867
controllable truth, 870
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spatial model, 871
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two-agent learning, 871
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games, 421
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medical, 421
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batch learning, 90
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value function, 40, 602, 749, 805, 877
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Newsvendor problem, 55
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cumulative reward, 56
final reward, 56
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Nonanticipativity constraint, 45, 166
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Nonparametric models, 122
k-nearest neighbor, 123
kernel regression, 124
local polynomial regression, 126
Nonparametric statistics
tree regression, 128
Nonstationary learning, 130
learning process, 132
martingale truth, 130
transient truth, 131
Normal equations, 110
Objective function, 52
conditional value at risk, 428
cumulative reward, 170
final reward, 169
performance metrics, 424
probability of correct selection, 321
regret, 171
robust optimization, 428
static regret, 317
value at risk, 428
Observational uncertainty, 460
Off-policy learning, 735
Offline learning, 729
On-policy learning, 735
Online learning, 730
Opportunity cost, 319
Optimal computing budget allocation, 314
Optimal control, 37
control law, 39
cost-to-go function, 38
Hamiltonian, 38
Lagrangian relaxation, 631
linear decision rule, 631
linear quadratic regulation, 38, 630
state equation, 631
stochastic, 39
transition function, 37
Optimal stopping, 42
Optimality equations
proof, 632
Optimistic policy iteration, 745
Optimum-deviation policy, 552
Parametric models
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nonlinear, 115
Partial policy evaluation, 745
Partially observable Markov decision
process, 463, 879
Partially observable states, 406
Performance elbow, 826
Policy, 495
affine, 502
behavior, 171, 547, 735
Boltzmann, 514
choosing policy class, 522
complexity tradeoffs, 521
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designing, 517
direct lookahead, 505, 808
designing, 505, 808
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DFA, 515
Hybrid, 516
PFA, 515
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epsilon-greedy, 514
evaluation, 435, 525
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implementation, 171, 276, 527, 547
learning, 171, 276, 527, 547, 735
linear decision rule, 502
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optimistic, 745
partial policy evaluation, 745
performance-based, 547
policy function approximation, 501
randomized, 513
roll-out heuristic, 836
sampling the shoulders, 551
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supervised, 547
target, 171, 547, 735
Thompson sampling, 514
tuning, 526
value function approximation, 504
Policy evaluation, 525
infinite horizon, 681
infinite horizon projection, 683
partial simulations, 682
recurrent visits, 681
temporal difference update, 683
Policy function approximation, 540
affine, 541
affine policy, 541
Boltzmann, 541
contextual, 545
limitations, 518
locally linear, 544
monotone policies, 542
nonlinear, 543
Policy gradient theorem, 560
computation, 560
Policy iteration, 626
hybrid value/policy iteration, 627
infinite horizon, 745
Policy search
correlated knowledge gradient, 555
derivative-free methods, 550
exact derivatives
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discrete, 558
policy gradient theorem, 560
excitation, 553
interval estimation, 554
knowledge gradient, 555
numerical derivatives, 548
optimum-deviation, 552
sampled belief, 554
supervised learning, 562
Policy-within-a-policy, 508
POMDP, 400, 463, 879
belief MDP, 880
Post-decision state, 62, 402
Pricing, 63
Prognostic uncertainty, 460
Q-learning, 723
algorithm, 723, 724
augmented state, 404
deep neural network, 42
expected rewards, 563
linear model, 732
lookup tables, 722
off-policy, 697
reinforcement least squares, 733
temporal-difference updating, 41, 603, 697
updating, 41, 227, 505, 603
Quantile distribution, 485
Random number seed, 478
Randomized policies, 513, 641
Receding horizon procedure, 50
Recursive least squares, 111
derivation, 136
multiple observations, 115
nonstationary data, 113
stationary data, 112
Regret, 171
Reinforcement learning, 40
Q-learning, 41
Resource allocation, 365, 769
blood management, 368
dynamic assignment, 365
exogenous information state, 792
general resource allocation, 773
information acquisition, 373
newsflash, 770
two-stage resource allocation, 770
Response surface method, 274
Risk
robust optimization, 428
Risk measures, 427
conditional value at risk, 428
value at risk, 428
Risk operator, 818
Robust optimization, 50, 428
as a policy, 821
optimization problem, 821
robust policy, 51
uncertainty set, 50
box constraints, 821
Roll-out heuristic, 836
Rolling forecast, 520
Rolling forecasts, 408
Rolling horizon procedure, 50
Sample average approximation, 160
convergence rate, 162
Sampled belief models, 116
Sampled models, 159, 488
Sampling the shoulders, 551
SARSA, 723
Scientific exploration, 65
Sequential kriging, 288
Sherman-Morrison formula, 95, 137
Shortest path
information collecting, 375
stochastic, 355
Shortest path problem, 60
dynamic, 61
robust, 61
stochastic, 60
deterministic, 60
Simulation optimization, 48, 312
indifference zone algorithm, 313
OCBA, 48, 313
Simultaneous perturbation stochastic approximation
see SPSA, 197
Soft max, 514
Software, 385
Specification error, 467
SPSA, 197
mini-batch, 197
tuning, 592
State variables, 51
asset pricing, 358
belief, 333
belief state, 398, 406
definition, 394, 395
dynamic assignment problem, 368
factored, 408
flat representation, 408
gambling problem, 616
information state, 398
lagged, 401
latent variable, 407
physical state, 333, 398
post-decision state, 62, 402
pre-decision state, 402
rolling forecasts, 408
shortest path, 404
three types, 397
Stepsize policies
apparent convergence, 245
BAKF proof, 248
bias-adjusted Kalman filter, 242
convergence conditions, 226
deterministic, 225
constant, 228
harmonic, 229
McClain, 229
polynomial learning rate, 229
search-then-converge, 230
guidelines, 246
infinite horizon bounds, 708
introduction, 191
optimal
approx. value iteration, 243
BAKF, 241
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nonstationary - II, 240
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optimal stepsizes, 236
stochastic, 231
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stochastic gradient adaptive stepsize, 234
Trigg, 234
Stochastic approximation procedure - see stochastic gradient algorithm, 191
Stochastic decomposition, 785, 787
Stochastic gradient algorithm, 185, 191, 689
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finite differences, 195
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gradient smoothing, 194
martingale proof, 210
mini-batches, 197
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second order methods, 195
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crossing times, 486
electricity prices, 483
energy illustration
crossing times, 486
jump diffusion, 484
mean reversion, 483
quantile distribution, 485
regime shifting, 486
quantile distribution, 485
regime shifting, 486
Stochastic optimal control, 39
Stochastic optimization
asymptotic formulation, 34
cumulative reward, 34
final reward, 34
Stochastic programming, 44
Benders decomposition, 783
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lookahead policy, 45
nonanticipativity, 45
nonanticipativity constraint, 45
recourse variables, 45
two-stage, 45
Stochastic search, 32
adaptive learning, 152
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derivative-based, 34
derivative-free, 34
deterministic methods, 152, 155
chance-constrained, 157
Markov decision process, 158
newsvendor, 156
optimal control, 157
shortest path, 156
final reward, 154, 184
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sampled approximations, 152
sampled models, 159
chance-constrained, 161
convergence, 162
linear program, 160
parametric model, 161
state-dependent, 155
state-independent, 155
Stopping time, 43
Supervised learning, 83, 744
Support vector machines, 127
Target policy, 171, 735
TD(\(\lambda\)), 684
TD(0)
recursive least squares, 695
TD(0) updating
slow backward learning, 686
Temporal difference learning, 684
Temporal-difference learning, 683
infinite horizon, 686
Thompson sampling, 276, 514
Three curses of dimensionality, 37, 614
Tic-tac-toe, 742
Time, 392
Trajectory following, 735
Transformer replacement, 357
Transient learning model, 327
knowledge gradient, 328
Transition function, 52, 421
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Transition matrix, 612
Tree regression, 128
Trucking, 403
Two-stage stochastic programming, 844
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